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Malwarebytes Managed Service Provider 
(MSP) Partner Program and OneView

As a managed service provider (MSP), we understand 
the importance of your preferred endpoint security 
vendor maximizing your efficiencies and increasing 
your bottom line. For fixed-priced engagements with 
your customers, the cost of dealing with a malware 
outbreak or time-consuming client management 
and ongoing care can potentially consume all your 
margin. 

Malwarebytes Managed Service Provider Partner 
Program enables you to grow your revenue whilst 
lowering your costs. We’re committed to providing 
our MSP’s with a leading product, that’s easily 
managed with a powerful, cloud-based console and 
quality support service.

Malwarebytes OneView multi-tenant console makes 
site or client management and monitoring effortless. 
It provides centralized management of your 
customer accounts, licensing subscriptions, invoicing, 
and integrations.

Flexible Billing Options
Malwarebytes provides flexible billing options with 
a choice of annual or monthly subscription to suit 
individual customers’ needs.

Single Cloud-based 
Management Dashboard
The Malwarebytes OneView dashboard provides a 
single holistic view to centrally manage customer 
accounts, cloud subscriptions, invoicing, and 
integrations and provides a direct link to support.

Full access to the Malwarebytes 
cloud-based product portfolio
All cloud-based solutions are available including our 
Industry-leading remediation (Malwarebytes Incident 
Response), multi-layered protection (Malwarebytes 
Endpoint Protection), and rapid response 
(Malwarebytes Endpoint Protection and Response) 
solutions. Expand your security offerings and cross 
sell opportunities with preferred levels of protection.

Certification and Training
Malwarebytes Academy provides self-paced, on-
demand e-learning courses and learning plans. 
When you become a Malwarebytes MSP partner, 
you gain access to all of our product training. Learn, 
get certified, and stay up-to-date with Malwarebytes 
latest features and capabilities all available at no 
additional cost.
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Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against malicious threats, 
including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less technologies to detect and stop a 
cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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Integrated Malwarebytes 
Support Case management
We want you to succeed, so when you need help, 
we’re just a ‘click’ away. Your OneView console 
provides a direct link to the Malwarebytes Level 2 
technical support engineering team, making it easy 
for you to rapidly create, manage and resolve  
support tickets.

• Flexible billing and deployment options to suit 
individual customers’ needs

• A single console makes installation and 
management of solutions across client accounts 
and sites easy

• Free technical product training

• The Malwarebytes OneView console provides 
access to the Malwarebytes internal Level 2 
support team for rapid creation and resolution of 
support tickets

Differentiated solutions from the industry’s most 
trusted vendor in remediation

• Malwarebytes provides the industry’s most 
trusted remediation and is used by over 60,000 
business’s worldwide

• Malwarebytes portfolio addresses a broad range 
of customer challenges with industry-leading 
remediation, multi-layered protection, and rapid 
response solutions. It empowers you to deliver 
the right solution for your customer

• Offer your customers unmatched Linking Engine 
remediation technology, Multi-Vector Protection, 
granular endpoint isolation, and Ransomware 
Rollback capabilities up to 72 hours all powered 
by Malwarebytes

Malwarebytes OneView Console

READY TO GET STARTED?
To apply to become a Malwarebytes MSP 
Partner, please contact your account 
representative or Malwarebytes distributor

Or visit: https://www.malwarebytes.com/
partners/msp_application/

Key Benefits
Grow your revenue while lowering costs

Our MSP pricing optimizes your bottom line and 
allows you to focus on growing your business, 
with exceptional tiered pricing, significant margin 
opportunity and flexible billing options. By 
leveraging Malwarebytes remediation, you can 
ensure minimal cost and resource effort is incurred in 
the event of a malware infection.

Operational Effectiveness: Making it easy to 
provide IT consulting and support services to your 
customers

• Malwarebytes OneView delivers a single cloud-
based management console for easy site and 
client management and monitoring
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